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1 Functional Errata 

1.1 S-Shaped ramps: The motor arrives at target position 
with too high speed and stops hard 

1.1.1 Description 
In certain cases, the motor in S-shaped ramp mode moves (random occurrence) with a high velocity to 
the target position, finishing the ramp with a hard stop when the TARGET_REACHED-Event (TR) occurs. 
This will result in step loss because the motor cannot follow this abrupt velocity change. In the 
following figure the correct ramp progress (green curve) and the failure situation (red curve) are 
depicted. 
 

 
 
This behavior can occur only if an encoder is used / if an encoder is connected to the input ports 
and properly configured. 
Root cause is a shared computation submodule, which is used for ramp calculations as well as for 
calculation of the encoder velocity. Thus, calculating the encoder velocity interferes with the ramp 
calculation. 
The probability of the occurrence of this behavior depends on the operating frequency. With higher 
frequency (e.g., 16 MHz instead of 12 MHz) the probability decreases as the conflict situations will occur 
less often. Also, modifying ramp parameters lowers the probability of the occurrence. Nevertheless, it 
cannot be prevented at all. 

1.1.2 Impact on Application 
The following situation will be triggered: 
At start of the deceleration slope towards V=0 the deceleration value will be increased only for a short 
time. This will lead to a ramp velocity which is not decreased as fast as required for the original 
positioning move. 
Thus, the ramp reaches the target position with an almost not reduced velocity since the beginning of 
the deceleration ramp. 
This leads to an immediate stop of the ramp with high velocity when the target position is reached. 
Due to the high velocity the motor cannot stop immediately but overshoots. 
In addition, this could lead to mechanical failures if the motor moves too far or if it moves too fast 
into a mechanical stop. 
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1.1.3 Workaround Proposal 
A software workaround has been defined and tested. 

Prerequisites 
 

 The TMC4361 must be configured to generate an interrupt at its INTR output pin each time the 
motion controller enters the last ramp segment (start of deceleration slope). Therefore, bit 
number 8 in the INTR_CONF register 0x0D must be set to high. 

 If the SPI status selection is not used, set register 0x0B to 0x00000100. Then, SPI_STATUS(0) will 
be ‘1’ if a deceleration slope has been started. If other SPI status selection bits are used, add 
bit8 to the selection. Please note that if lower bits than bit8 are also in use, the corresponding 
SPI_STATUS bit changes according to the sequence of register 0x0B. 
(Please see SPI_STATUS description in the data sheet for more information.) 

 The time span between two consecutive SPI read requests should be higher than 96/fCLK [Hz]. 
If the SPI communication is faster, more requests to read AACTUAL have to be executed. 

Suggested Sequence 
 

1. Always when the deceleration slope is started the TMC4361 generates an INTR. 

Nevertheless, the INTR can also be triggered by other events if configured. 

Therefore, it is recommended to also check the SPI_STATUS bit to avoid reading the event 

register 0x0E which is more time consuming. 

2. Triggered by this interrupt (either by polling the INTR pin or by using an automatic IRQ 

subroutine) the microcontroller must send three consecutive read requests to the TMC4361 to 

read the AACTUAL value from register 0x23 at least twice (the first request is a dummy request). 

3. Analyze the response for the second request (which is the answer to the first AACTUAL request) 

to store the AACTUAL value and to check the slope status (SPI_STATUS bit): 

a. If the corresponding SPI_STATUS bit is set, a deceleration slope has started.  

b. If the corresponding SPI_STATUS bit is not set, another event is responsible for the 

INTR signal and no further request as regards the deceleration slope is necessary. 

4. Only if condition 3.a. is valid: Send another read request for AACTUAL (0x23) and store the 

second AACTUAL value. 

5. If both AACTUAL values do not exceed a certain limit value (ALIMIT), it is assumed that the 

failure situation has been detected: 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝐴𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑈𝐴𝐿) ≤ 𝐴𝐿𝐼𝑀𝐼𝑇 

a. This ALIMIT value calculates using the formula: 

ALIMIT = ( BOW3 value [pps³] * 384 ) / fCLK [Hz] 

6. If condition 5. is valid, the failure situation has been detected. Now, VMAX must be re-written 

in register 0x24 with your currently valid VMAX value. This will properly re-trigger the internal 

ramp calculation. 

7. Clear the event register 0x0E by reading it. 
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Expected/correct behavior: 

 
 
Erroneous behavior with the corresponding response: 

 
 
 
This workaround could lead to undershoots or overshoots with respect to the target position. 
Overshoots should occur more often with increased reaction time for the interrupt handling.  
Overshoots (target position reached before VACTUAL = 0) can be up to 500 micro steps. Typically, the 
value is below 256 micro steps. Worst case overshoot is (VMAX * interrupt response time). 
Undershoots (VACTUAL = 0 before target position reached) are below 100 micro steps. 
In both cases, the TMC4361 automatically compensates this position deviation with an additional move. 
It is not necessary to do this manually. 

Example Code Snippet 

This example (pseudo) code snippet shows the software workaround. 
It must be adapted to the microcontroller specifics, e.g., the IO pin for the TMC4361 INTR signal. 
 
Configuration: 
// set bit 8 in INTR_CONF register  

WriteTMC4361Int(0x0D, old_value | 0x00000100);  

// set bit 8 in SPI_STATUS_CONF register 

WriteTMC4361Int(0x0B, old_value | 0x00000100);  

 
Interrupt Handling: 
if(INTR ==INTR_active_level)  //check TMC4361 interrupt signal 

  { 

 ReadTMC4361Int(0x23);             // trigger AACTUAL read 

AActual1= ReadTMC4361Int(0x23);  // get AACTUAL first time 

 if(SPI_STATUS ==DecelerationPhaseStarted) 

{ 

  AActual2= ReadTMC4361Int(0x23);  // get AACTUAL second time 

   

  // check ALIMIT condition 

 if(abs(AActual1)<ALIMIT && abs(AActual2)<ALIMIT) 

  { 

   WriteTMC4361Int(0x24, VMAX); // re-write VMAX value 

  } 

  ReadTMC4361Int(0x0E); // clear event register 

} 

} 
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1.1.4 Fix 
This behavior will be fixed in a new silicon revision v2.0 (Register 0x7F = 0x02). 

 
The new silicon revision will be labeled TMC4361A-LA. 
 
A timeline for a new silicon revision will be provided. 
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1.2 S-Shaped ramps: The motor overshoots target position 
with a very slow deceleration value and turns back to 
target position normally 

1.2.1 Description 
In certain cases, the motor in S-shaped ramp mode moves (random occurrence) with a high velocity 
and a very slow deceleration value to the target position. After reaching the target position, the 
velocity ramp will be slowed down immediately with configured deceleration values. After a U-turn is 
executed, the ramp is finished normally at target position. In the following figure the correct ramp 
progress (green curve) and the failure situation (red curve) are depicted. 
 

 
 
This behavior could occurs if the following two events are overlapping: 
1. The maximum velocity value ±VMAX is reached  
2. The ramp will be slowed down immediately to v = 0 to reach the target position. 
Root cause is a signal assignment during a small falling ramp which compensates a small velocity 
overshot beyond ±VMAX. This velocity overshoot is very small compared to the maximum velocity and 
results from high bow values. The mentioned signal assignment prevents an increase of the current 
acceleration value to reach ±VMAX. If the positioning process requires a falling slope to XTARGET during 
this short period of time, the ramp could be locked in the falling slope whose deceleration value will 
not be increased further until the target position is reached. Then, the U-turn process is initiated and 
the velocity ramp is processed as configured. 
 

1.2.2 Impact on Application 
Due to the not intended U-turn, position limit overshoots could occur which further could result in step 
loss or leads to mechanical failures if the motor moves too far or if it moves too fast into a mechanical 
stop. 
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1.2.3 Workaround Proposal 1 
A software workaround has been defined and tested which is almost similar to the software fix of 
section 1.1.3. Only ALIMIT differs. Please set ALIMIT = ( BOW3 value [pps³] * 750 ) / fCLK [Hz]   

1.2.4 Workaround Proposal 2 
Position ramps should avoid shapes where ±VMAX is touched only for short time. This could be 
obtained by lookup tables that defines VMAX / XTARGET combinations that are prohibited for 
positioning. These combinations are dependent on the given ramp parameters.  

1.2.5 Fix 
This behavior will be fixed in a new silicon revision v2.0 (Register 0x7F = 0x02). 

 
The new silicon revision will be labeled TMC4361A-LA. 
 
A timeline for a new silicon revision will be provided. 
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1.3 S-Shaped ramps: The motor decelerates very slowly 
when VMAX is set to 0 during positioning mode 

1.3.1 Description 
After setting VMAX = 0 during positioning, the deceleration slope is very slow in certain cases. 
 

1.3.2 Impact on Application 
Due to the not intended slow deceleration slopes, position limit overshoots could occur which further 
could result in step loss or leads to mechanical failures if the motor moves too far or if it moves too 
fast into a mechanical stop. 

1.3.3 Workaround Proposal 
A software workaround has been defined and tested: 

Suggested Sequence 
 

1. Always when a deceleration slope to VACTUAL = 0 should be started to pause positioning, set 

VMAX = 1 (= 1 / MSTEPS_PER_FS pps). 

2. Wait until VACTUAL = 0 or VEL_REACHED flag is set. 

3. Set VMAX = 0. This last step is necessary to stop the ramp completely and to initiate hold 

current processing. Otherwise, steps will occur with a frequency of 1 / MSTEPS_PER_FS Hz. 

Example Code Snippet 

This example (pseudo) code snippet shows the software workaround. 
 
VMAX=0 during positioning mode: 
 

// write VMAX value to 1/MSTEPS_PER_FS 

WriteTMC4361Int(0x24, 0x00000001);  

ReadTMC4361Int(0x22); // trigger VACTUAL read 

VACTUAL = ReadTMC4361Int(0x22); 

// wait for VACTUAL = 0 

while (VACTUAL != 0) {VACTUAL = ReadTMC4361Int(0x22);}  

// set VMAX = 0 

WriteTMC4361Int(0x24, 0x00000000); 

1.3.4 Fix 
This behavior will be probably fixed in a new silicon revision. 
 
The new silicon revision will be labeled TMC4361A-LA. 
 
A timeline for a new silicon revision will be provided. 
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1.4 S-Shaped ramps: The motor oscillates when VMAX is set 
to 0 during velocity mode 

1.4.1 Description 
After setting VMAX = 0 during velocity ramp mode, the motor will not stop rarely, instead the ramp 
velocity will oscillate around VACTUAL = 0 with a fixed amplitude.  
Root cause is incorrect signal reset when the ramp is slowed down to the other motor direction and 
the target velocity VMAX is reset to the current motor direction. 
This could rarely lead to a wrong assignment of an internal value which represents the predicted 
deceleration value at VACTUAL = 0. This value is unequal to zero when a U-turn is processed, but should 
be DFINAL when VMAX is set to 0. Because this value will not recalculated when no further 
assignments are made, a wrong calculation result in oscillations around v = 0 if the internal value 
exceeds DFINAL. The amplitude is dependent on the internal value. 
 

1.4.2 Impact on Application 
Due to the not stopped motion, position limit overshoots could occur which further could result in step 
loss or leads to mechanical failures if the motor moves too far or if it moves too fast into a mechanical 
stop. 

1.4.3 Workaround Proposal 1 
 

A similar workaround as presented for the positioning mode (section 1.3.3) could also be used. In 
addition to the presented fix, the intermediate VMAX value should be 1 or -1 which is dependent on the 
current VACTUAL direction. 

Example Code Snippet 

This example (pseudo) code snippet shows the software workaround. 
 
VMAX=0 during velocity mode: 
 

ReadTMC4361Int(0x22);             // trigger VACTUAL read  

VACTUAL = ReadTMC4361Int(0x22); // read out VACTUAL 

// write VMAX value to 1/MSTEPS_PER_FS or -1/MSTEPS_PER_FS 

if (VACTUAL > 0)  {WriteTMC4361Int(0x24, 0x00000001);} 

else if (VACTUAL < 0)  {WriteTMC4361Int(0x24, 0xffffffff);} 

 

// waiting for VACTUAL = 0 

while (VACTUAL != 0) { 

ReadTMC4361Int(0x22); 

VACTUAL = ReadTMC4361Int(0x22);} 

// set VMAX = 0 

WriteTMC4361Int(0x24, 0x00000000); 
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1.4.4 Workaround Proposal 2 
 

Due to the fact that the internal signal which represents the predicted acceleration value at v = 0 is not 
calculated correctly if this failure occurs, it is possible to enforce a recalculation after setting VMAX = 0 
to set this internal value to 0. This can be done by indicating a U-turn for a short while when the 
current acceleration value AACTUAL is lower than AMAX [pps²]. Thus, AACTUAL have to be checked 
before. 

Example Code Snippet 

This example (pseudo) code snippet shows the software workaround. 
 
VMAX=0 during velocity mode: 
 

WriteTMC4361Int(0x24, 0x00000000);  // set VMAX = 0 

ReadTMC4361Int(0x23);     // trigger AACTUAL read 

AACTUAL = ReadTMC4361Int(0x23);   // read out AACTUAL 

// Check AACTUAL; both values in pps²! 

while (abs(AACTUAL) >= AMAX) { 

ReadTMC4361Int(0x23);    // trigger AACTUAL read 

AACTUAL = ReadTMC4361Int(0x23);  // read out AACTUAL 

} 

// now: abs(AACTUAL) < AMAX 

ReadTMC4361Int(0x22);     // trigger VACTUAL read 

VACTUAL = ReadTMC4361Int(0x22);  // read out VACTUAL 

if (VACTUAL > 0)  {WriteTMC4361Int(0x24, 0xffffffff);} 

else if (VACTUAL < 0)  {WriteTMC4361Int(0x24, 0x00000001);} 

WriteTMC4361Int(0x24, 0x00000000);  // set VMAX = 0 

 

1.4.5 Workaround Proposal to set back the root cause failure 
 

Both presented workarounds prevent the motor oscillations but will not set back the internal signal. 
This signal can be set back when the motor stands still by triggering a short motion in both directions. 
If the SPI datagram transfer frequency exceeds 10 Hz (as assumed), no unwanted steps will occur as 
the VMAX values are 1 and -1 which represents 1/MSTEPS_PER_FS resp. -1/MSTEPS_PER_FS. 

Example Code Snippet 

This example (pseudo) code snippet shows the software workaround. 
 
Reset internal signal during stand still: 
 

ReadTMC4361Int(0x0F);     // trigger Flags register read 

STATUS_FLAGS = ReadTMC4361Int(0x0F); // read out Flags register 

if (STATUS_FLAGS(4:3) == 0x0) { 

WriteTMC4361Int(0x24, 0xffffffff); 

WriteTMC4361Int(0x24, 0x00000001);} 

WriteTMC4361Int(0x24, 0x00000000);  // set VMAX = 0 

 

1.4.6 Fix 
This behavior will be fixed in a new silicon revision v2.0 (Register 0x7F = 0x02). 

 
The new silicon revision will be labeled TMC4361A-LA. 
 
A timeline for a new silicon revision will be provided. 
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1.5 S-Shaped ramps: The motor overshoots former target 
position if new target have been assigned in opposite to 
the current motion direction 

1.5.1 Description 
If XTARGET is changed during motion into the opposite direction, it may occur that the former target 
will be overshoot. This behavior only occurs if Bow2 is not equal to Bow4. This failure is more likely to 
occur when the maximum velocity VMAX is also reset to a value that is smaller than the velocity during 
parameter change. 
 

1.5.2 Impact on Application 
The position limit overshoots could result in step loss or leads to mechanical failures if the motor 
moves too far or if it moves too fast into a mechanical stop. 

1.5.3 Workaround Proposal 
Set both values BOW2 and BOW4 to an equal value. 
A second workaround comprises the stop of the current motion. Afterwards move towards the new 
target with the new velocity value. Please keep in mid the workaround for motion stops during 
positioning. 

1.5.4 Fix 
This behavior will be fixed in a new silicon revision v2.0 (Register 0x7F = 0x02). 

 
The new silicon revision will be labeled TMC4361A-LA. 
 
A timeline for a new silicon revision will be provided. 
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1.6 S-Shaped ramps: The ramp freezes after reaching 
VACTUAL = 0 due to setting VMAX = 1 or -1 before 

1.6.1 Description 
Using the presented workaround for setting VMAX=0 during velocity mode by setting VMAX = 1 resp. -1 
and then set VMAX=0 (section 1.4.3), blockades the motor occasionally. 
The erroneous behavior is also a result of the incorrect signal reset of the oscillation failure presented 
in section 1.4.1 which can also lead to locked motion for very short ramps of a few ∆pps due to a 
locked internal calculation. 

1.6.2 Impact on Application 
Motion is blocked. 

1.6.3 Workaround Proposal 
The following software workaround has been defined. After setting VMAX = 0 when reaching 
VACTUAL = 0, reset the BOW3 value to the given parameter. This will trigger an restart of the locked 
internal calculation. 

Example Code Snippet 

This example (pseudo) code snippet shows the software workaround. 
 
VMAX=0 during velocity mode: 
 

ReadTMC4361Int(0x22);             // trigger VACTUAL read  

VACTUAL = ReadTMC4361Int(0x22); // read out VACTUAL 

// write VMAX value to 1/MSTEPS_PER_FS or -1/MSTEPS_PER_FS 

// while waiting for VACTUAL = 0 

while (VACTUAL != 0) { 

if (VACTUAL > 0)  {WriteTMC4361Int(0x24, 0x00000001);} 

else if (VACTUAL < 0)  {WriteTMC4361Int(0x24, 0xffffffff);} 

ReadTMC4361Int(0x22); 

VACTUAL = ReadTMC4361Int(0x22);} 

// set VMAX = 0 

WriteTMC4361Int(0x24, 0x00000000); 

 

Addition to the presented workaround: 
 

WriteTMC4361Int(0x2F, bow_value_3); // reassign BOW3  

1.6.4 Fix 
This behavior will be fixed in a new silicon revision v2.0 (Register 0x7F = 0x02). 
 
The new silicon revision will be labeled TMC4361A-LA. 
 
A timeline for a new silicon revision will be provided. 
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1.7 Failures of trapezoidal ramps after reassignment of 
target position XTARGET during motion 

1.7.1 Description 
In certain cases, the motor in trapezoidal ramp mode moves with a high velocity to the target position, 
finishing the ramp with a hard stop when the TARGET_REACHED-Event (TR) occurs. This error will 
happen if the following target position sequence is assigned: 

1. The ramp moves in one direction towards XTARGET0 (indices show the chronological 

assignment of different XTARGET positions). XTARGET1 will be assigned with a position which 

forces a deceleration slope of the ramp. That is, the new XTARGET is located in the opposite 

direction or between the actual position XACTUAL and the end position Xvirtual which will be 

reached if the current ramp velocity will be set to 0 immediately. 

2. A second assignment of XTARGET2 will occur during the deceleration slope and 

a. XTARGET2 is located between the current position XACTUAL and Xvirtual: 

XACTUAL < XTARGET2 < Xvirtual_end if motion direction is positive (VEL_STATE = b’01) or 

Xvirtual_end < XTARGET2 < XACTUAL if motion direction is positive (VEL_STATE = b’10) or 

b. XTARGET2 > XTARGET1 if motion direction is positive (VEL_STATE = b’01) or 

XTARGET2 > XTARGET1 if motion direction is positive (VEL_STATE = b’10) 

If these conditions are valid and no further XTARGET values will be assigned during motion, the ramp 
will stop immediately if the target position XTARGET2 is reached independent of the current ramp 
velocity. Intentionally, the ramp should move through XTARGET2 and then move back to XTARGET2 to 
reach XTARGET2 with a sufficiently low velocity. 
This will result in step loss because the motor cannot follow this abrupt velocity change. In the 
following figure, the correct ramp progress (green curve) and the failure situation (red curve) are 
depicted. Please note that the hard stop could occur in any segment of the deceleration slope at any 
velocity! 
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A second error source are overshoots if XTARGET1 is assigned during a movement with a constant 
velocity (VMAX) which leads to a U-turn. If the new target position XTARGET1 is located closer than the 
end position Xvirtual_end of the deceleration slope to initiate the U-turn movement, the start of the 
deceleration slope will be delayed until: |XACTUAL – XTARGET1| > |XACTUAL – Xvirtual_end|. Due to the delay, 
an overshoot over the intended XTARGET0 can occur, which depends on VMAX and the new XTARGET1 
value. In the following figure, the correct ramp progress (green curve) and the failure situation (red 
curve) are depicted. 

 

1.7.2 Impact on Application 
Root cause is a failure in the submodule of the ramp generation unit, which recalculates the ramp after 
an XTARGET assignments. Both failures will lead to unintended behavior and thus, XTARGET 
assignments during an active movement WITHOUT any workaround (provided in the next section) 
should be avoided under all circumstances because: 

 step loss (which could not identified if no encoder is used) could occur as the ramp could be 
stopped with a too high velocity or 

 mechanical failures could occur if the motor moves too far 
o if an overshoot beyond the absolute position limits could occur due to the delayed 

deceleration slope will be started near the limits of the motor application 
o if the motor moves too fast into a mechanical stop due to the hard stop failure 
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1.7.3 Workaround Proposal 
A software workaround has been defined and tested. 

Prerequisites 
 

 The current movement direction of the motor / controller should be known. 

 This can be achieved by activating the interrupt for an internal ramp direction change. Thus, set 
bit4 and bit5 to ‘1’ in the INTR_CONF register 0x0D. If so, an interrupt will be generated if the 
ramp velocity changes to a positive direction (Bit4 of EVENTS register 0x0E will be activated) or 
the negative direction (Bit5 of EVENTS register 0x0E will be activated). After reading out the 
EVENTS register 0x0E, the events will be cleared automatically 

 Alternatively, polling the VACTUAL register 0x22 or the STATUS flags register 0x0F could be 
analyzed for the current ramp direction 

Suggested Sequence 
 

1. Always when XTARGETNEW0x37 should be assigned to another value during motion (XTARGETOLD 

is approached), check if XTARGETNEW is located farther away in motion direction than XTARGETOLD. 

If so, no workaround is required, just set the new target position XTARGETNEW. 

2. If XTARGETNEW is not located farther away in motion direction than XTARGETOLD the current 

position XACTUAL should be read out. 

3. Then, before setting the XTARGETNEW value, another temporary target XTARGETTMP to 0x37 should 

be assigned shortly before the intended new target position. The value of XTARGETTMP is 

dependent on the current movement direction and the intended motion direction which is a 

result from the difference between XTARGETNEW and XACTUAL. Further on, it is also dependent 

on VMAX and the SPI communication (tSPI_DG - time span for one SPI datagram, tSPI_WAIT - time 

span between two consecutive SPI datagrams) because these parameters determine the 

maximum amount of steps, which will be made during the workaround process: 

 

a. If XTARGET is located in the same direction than the current movement, set 

𝑋𝑇𝐴𝑅𝐺𝐸𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑃 > 𝑋𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑈𝐴𝐿 +
𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑋[𝑝𝑝𝑠] ∙ 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑋[𝑝𝑝𝑠]

2 ∙ min(𝐷𝑀𝐴𝑋[𝑝𝑝𝑠2]; 𝐷𝐹𝐼𝑁𝐴𝐿[𝑝𝑝𝑠2])
+ 4 ∙ 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑋[𝑝𝑝𝑠] ∙ (𝑡𝑆𝑃𝐼_𝐷𝐺𝑡𝑆𝑃𝐼_𝑊𝐴𝐼𝑇) 

    if VEL_STATE = b’01; min(DMAX[pps²],AMAX[pps²]) ≠ 0 ! 

𝑋𝑇𝐴𝑅𝐺𝐸𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑃 < 𝑋𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑈𝐴𝐿 −
𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑋[𝑝𝑝𝑠] ∙ 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑋[𝑝𝑝𝑠]

2 ∙ min(𝐷𝑀𝐴𝑋[𝑝𝑝𝑠2]; 𝐷𝐹𝐼𝑁𝐴𝐿[𝑝𝑝𝑠2])
− 4 ∙ 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑋[𝑝𝑝𝑠] ∙ (𝑡𝑆𝑃𝐼_𝐷𝐺𝑡𝑆𝑃𝐼_𝑊𝐴𝐼𝑇) 

    if VEL_STATE = b’10; min(DMAX[pps²],AMAX[pps²]) ≠ 0 ! 

b. If XTARGET is located in the opposite direction than the current movement, set 

𝑋𝑇𝐴𝑅𝐺𝐸𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑃 < 𝑋𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑈𝐴𝐿 −
𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑋[𝑝𝑝𝑠] ∙ 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑋[𝑝𝑝𝑠]

2 ∙ min(𝐷𝑀𝐴𝑋[𝑝𝑝𝑠2]; 𝐷𝐹𝐼𝑁𝐴𝐿[𝑝𝑝𝑠2])
 

    if VEL_STATE = b’01; min(DMAX[pps²],AMAX[pps²]) ≠ 0 ! 

𝑋𝑇𝐴𝑅𝐺𝐸𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑃 > 𝑋𝐴𝐶𝑇𝑈𝐴𝐿 +
𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑋[𝑝𝑝𝑠] ∙ 𝑉𝑀𝐴𝑋[𝑝𝑝𝑠]

2 ∙ min(𝐷𝑀𝐴𝑋[𝑝𝑝𝑠2]; 𝐷𝐹𝐼𝑁𝐴𝐿[𝑝𝑝𝑠2])
 

    if VEL_STATE = b’10; min(DMAX[pps²],AMAX[pps²]) ≠ 0 ! 

4. After setting XTARGETTMP, set XTARGETNEW 
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Suggested SPI communication: 
XTARGETNEW is located farther away in motion direction than XTARGETOLD 

 
XTARGETNEW is NOT located farther away in motion direction than XTARGETOLD 

 
 
Both failure types (hard stop with to high velocities and overshoots during U-turns) could be prevented 
with this workaround behavior. 

Example Code Snippet 

This example (pseudo) code snippet shows the software workaround. 
It must be adapted to the microcontroller specifics. 
 
Configuration: 
// set bit 4 and bit 5 in INTR_CONF register  

WriteTMC4361Int(0x0D, old_value | 0x00000030); 

// set the maximum position offset  

POS_OFFSET = VMAX * VMAX / ( 2 * min(DMAX;DFINAL) ) 

// set the maximum timing offset (SPI communication) 

SPI_OFFSET = 4 * VMAX * ( t_SPI_DATAGRAM + t_SPI_WAIT_BETWEEN_SPI_DATAGRAMS) 

 

Interrupt Handling: 
if(INTR==INTR_active_level)  //check TMC4361 interrupt signal 

{ 

 ReadTMC4361Int(0x0E);         // trigger EVENTS register read 

 EVENTS = ReadTMC4361Int(0x0E); //EVENTS registervalue 

 if((EVENTS(4)== ‘1’) && (EVENTS(5)== ‘1’)) // Result ambiguous 

 { 

  ReadTMC4361Int(0x0F);        // trigger STATUS register read 

FLAGS = ReadTMC4361Int(0x0F); //STATUS registervalue 

if(FLAGS(3)== ‘1’) { 

 positiveDirection; // move towards positive direction 

  } 

else if (FLAGS(4)== ‘1’){ 

 negativeDirection; // move towards negative direction 

}  

else{ 

 standstill;  // ramp has stopped 

} 

 }  

else if(EVENTS(4)== ‘1’){positiveDirection;}// positive direction 

else if(EVENTS(5)== ‘1’){negativeDirection;}// negative direction 

else {}         // other interrupt cause 

} 
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Setting a new target position: 
if(!standstill)       // ramp is in motion 

{ 

 if((XTARGET_NEW < XTARGET_OLD && positiveDirection) || 

    (XTARGET_NEW > XTARGET_OLD && negativeDirection)) 

 { 

  ReadTMC4361Int(0x21);         // trigger XACTUAL read 

XACTUAL= ReadTMC4361Int(0x21);   // get XACTUAL 

   

if(positiveDirection) 

{ 

   if(XTARGET_NEW > XACTUAL) 

   {   

XTARGET_TMP = XACTUAL + POS_OFFSET + SPI_OFFSET; 

   } 

else 

   {   

XTARGET_TMP = XACTUAL - POS_OFFSET; 

   } 

  } 

  else 

{ 

   if(XTARGET_NEW > XACTUAL) 

   {   

XTARGET_TMP = XACTUAL + POS_OFFSET; 

   } 

else 

   {   

XTARGET_TMP = XACTUAL - POS_OFFSET - SPI_OFFSET; 

   } 

  } 

  WriteTMC4361Int(0x37, XTARGET_TMP); // temporal target pos 

} 

} 

WriteTMC4361Int(0x37, XTARGET_NEW); // set new target position 

 

1.7.4 Fix 
This behavior will be fixed in a new silicon revision v2.0 (Register 0x7F = 0x02) 
 
The new silicon revision will be labeled TMC4361A-LA. 
 
A timeline for a new silicon revision will be provided. 
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1.8 Changing from velocity mode to positioning mode 
results in hard stops at target position with too high 
speed (S-shaped and trapezoidal ramps) 

1.8.1 Description 
When the RAMPMODE is switched from velocity to positioning mode, following erroneous ramp 
behavior could occur: In certain cases, the ramp moves with a high velocity to the target position, 
finishing the ramp with a hard stop when the TARGET_REACHED-Event (TR) occurs. 

1.8.2 Impact on Application 
Due to the fact the ramp could reach the target position with an almost not reduced velocity since 
switching to positioning mode, the immediate stop of the ramp (TARGET_REACHED-Event) could be 
executed with an unintended high end velocity. 
This leads to the situation that the motor cannot stop immediately but overshoots. 
In addition, this could lead to mechanical failures if the motor moves too far or if it moves too fast 
into a mechanical stop. 

1.8.3 Workaround Proposal 1 
A software workaround has been defined and tested. It is important that the distance to target position 
is sufficiently high for a complete falling slope to v = 0.  

Prerequisites 
 

 It is important to define a maximum step distance STEP_DOWN for the longest falling slope. 

 Generally, STEP_DOWN should be calculated with the highest possible VMAX value which is 
assigned to the application and the configured ramp parameters. Following values are a good 
starting point for further investigations (all parameters in real world units: pps, pps², pps³): 

o Trapezoidal ramps: STEP_DOWN ≥ VMAX² / (2 • min(DMAX, DFINAL /= 0)) 
o S-Shaped ramps: STEP_DOWN ≥ VMAX² / (2 • DMAX) + (VMAX • DMAX)/min(BOW1…4) 

Suggested Sequence 
 

1. Always when the positioning should be switched on, wait for the VEL_REACHED_F flag to 

become active.  

2. Read out XACTUAL. 

3. If XTARGET is in the opposite direction of the current motion, set XTARGET directly. 

4. Else set XTARGET = XACTUAL ± STEP_DOWN (depending on the motion direction) 

5. Finally, set XTARGET 
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Example Code Snippet 

This example (pseudo) code snippet shows the software workaround. 
 
Switch from velocity to positioning mode: 
 

ReadTMC4361Int(0x0F);     // trigger status read 

STATUS_FLAGS = ReadTMC4361Int(0x0F);  // trigger status read 

if(STATUS_FLAGS(2) = 1)  // constant velocity, VEL_REACHED_F = 1 

{ 

ReadTMC4361Int(0x21);   // trigger XACTUAL read 

XACTUAL = ReadTMC4361Int(0x21); // read out XACTUAL 

DIST = XTARGET – XACTUAL;  // calculate distance to target 

 

// target position is located in same direction and VACTUAL != 0 

If ( ((DIST < 0) && (STATUS_FLAGS(4:3) = “10”)) || 

 ((DIST > 0) && (STATUS_FLAGS(4:3) = “01”))) { 

 

// set safe intermediate target position 

 If (STATUS_FLAGS(4:3) = “01”) { 

WriteTMC4361Int(0x37, xtarget_value + STEP_DOWN_value);   

 } 

  Else { 

   WriteTMC4361Int(0x37, xtarget_value - STEP_DOWN_value);   

 } 

 } 

// set positioning mode for different ramp types 

If (S-shaped) { 

WriteTMC4361Int(0x20, 0x6);   

  } 

Else if (trapezoidal) { 

WriteTMC4361Int(0x20, 0x5);   

  } 

WriteTMC4361Int(0x37, xtarget_value);  // set XTARGET 

} 
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1.8.4 Workaround Proposal 2 
 

A simpler workaround could be made for S-Shaped ramps. Due to erroneous ramp aborts after U-turns 
for trapezoidal ramps, this approach is NOT appropriate for trapezoidal ramps. With this workaround, 
a U-turn will be initiated shortly before the particular target position is set. It could be sufficient to set 
XTARGET = XACTUAL when the SPI data transfer comprises at least one executed microstep during the 
switching to positioning mode. 

Example Code Snippet 

This example (pseudo) code snippet shows the software workaround. 
 
Switch from velocity to positioning mode with S-Shaped ramps: 
 

ReadTMC4361Int(0x21);   // trigger XACTUAL read 

XACTUAL = ReadTMC4361Int(0x21);  // read out XACTUAL 

ReadTMC4361Int(0x0F);   // trigger status read 

STATUS_FLAGS = ReadTMC4361Int(0x0F); // status flags for motion direction 

 

// set intermediate target position  

If (STATUS_FLAGS(4:3) = “10”) { 

WriteTMC4361Int(0x37, XACTUAL + 1);} 

Else { 

WriteTMC4361Int(0x37, XACTUAL - 1);} 

WriteTMC4361Int(0x20, 0x6); // set positioning mode for S-Shaped ramps 

WriteTMC4361Int(0x37, xtarget_value); // set requested XTARGET 

   

1.8.5 Fix 
This behavior will be probably fixed in a new silicon revision v2.0 (Register 0x7F = 0x02) 
 
The new silicon revision will be labeled TMC4361A-LA. 
 
A timeline for a new silicon revision will be provided.  
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1.9 Motor is only moving with hold current during PID 
regulation 

1.9.1 Description 
When moving with PID regulation, TMC4361-LA can switch to hold current scaling if enabled and the 
internal position XACTUAL has reached its target XTARGET, but not the external position ENC_POS. 

1.9.2 Impact on Application 
If hold current scaling is too weak for motion, the motor could stop running. 

1.9.3 Workaround Proposal 
Turn off hold current scaling as long as PID_VEL is not equal to 0. If PID_VEL reaches 0, the motor has 
stopped. Afterwards hold current scaling can be turn on again. 
 

1.9.4 Fix 
This behavior will be probably fixed in a new silicon revision v2.0 (Register 0x7F = 0x02) 
 
The new silicon revision will be labeled TMC4361A-LA. 
 
A timeline for a new silicon revision will be provided.  
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2 Disclaimer 
TRINAMIC Motion Control GmbH & Co. KG does not authorize or warrant any of its products for use in 
life support systems, without the specific written consent of TRINAMIC Motion Control GmbH & Co. KG. 
Life support systems are equipment intended to support or sustain life, and whose failure to perform, 
when properly used in accordance with instructions provided, can be reasonably expected to result in 
personal injury or death. 
 
Information given in this data sheet is believed to be accurate and reliable. However no responsibility 
is assumed for the consequences of its use nor for any infringement of patents or other rights of third 
parties which may result from its use.  
 
Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
 
All trademarks used are property of their respective owners. 
 
 

3 Contact Information 
 

For the latest version of this document, go to our website at www.trinamic.com 
 

Or for additional information contact Trinamic directly: 
 

Phone: +49 40 514 806 - 0 
E-Mail: tmc_info@trinamic.com 

 
 

ISO9001 and ISO13485 (medical) certified quality management system. 
All variants of the product are RoHS conform. 

 
 

4 Document Revision History 
Version Date Author(s) Description 

1.00 2015-01-06 SK, HS Initial document 

1.01 2015-01-07 SK, HS, LL, BD, 
OK, TW 
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1.1 2015-01-15 HS Trapezoidal ramp failure description added 

1.11 2015-04-15 HS S-Shaped ramp failure at VMAX peaks added 

1.2 2015-06-12 HS, SK Further known ramp failures added 

1.2 2015-06-17 HS 2nd Workaround for VMAX=0 oscillations added 

1.21 2015-06-25 HS Rework of Workaround for freeze error after VMAX=1-
workaround 
Section 1.4.3: Set VMAX=1 resp. -1 just once! 
Section 1.6.3: Reassign BOW3 value only 

1.3 2015-10-08 HS 1.5 (overshooting) and 1.9 (PID hold scaling error) added 
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